Mirage Haven Debuts Luxury Collection of Designer
Cushions
Sumptuous, vibrant, bold, yet comforting, Junie Lin’s gorgeously designed cushions bring on the chic to classic,
casual-styled interiors.

GOLD COAST | Breathing new life into the Australian aesthetic in coastal interiors, Mirage Haven launches its very first series of beautifully designed
and crafted luxe cushions.
Plush velluto, crisp cotton, and silver-woven jute make for fresh combinations. Block patterns in soothing naturals, bold indigo, and neutral whites
create arresting visuals but calm the overall mood. The collection’s easy-to-mix- and-layer-on patterns and colours augment the series’ sensible
balance of classic style, high-end quality, and reasonable pricing, all emblematic of Mirage Haven’s approach to practical luxury.

The debut line is an inspired result of valuable experience in the creative process by designer Junie Lin, Mirage Haven’s Founder and Creative
Director. She notes, “Cushion styling should be effortless and mood-invoking. I created this collection in quintessential classic style in pairing with
Australia's iconic, casual approach to home décor. Designing this line is a fresh representation of my personal style. I want my creations not only to be
accessible but to also present beautifully in any home."
The joy of living in beautiful homes suffused with its own individualistic style is a need Junie Lin wishes to share. She takes pride in designs that
stand the test of trends and reflect sterling quality by prime craftsmanship. The debut collection echoes this artistic ethos and so merits consideration
as sound investment in soft furnishings.
The Mirage Haven brand marks the second introduction to Junie's home furnishings brand and the first in the wholesale retail category. It is all about
premium home accessories designed to blend harmoniously with most spatial arrangements and home environments.
Of the debut collection, Junie says, “We’ve infused classic patterns and styles throughout the collection, merging urban and coastal looks to create a
covetable collection that works across all design influences."
This coming-out collection launches with five distinct patterns, each in different colourways, all designed to mix or make a statement on their own:
AGERY –Richly textured plain velutto cohesively pulls your range of prints and patterns together toward a lovely, cohesive style. BADEN – Clean
lines and stunning two-tone blocking contrasts packs a contemporary punch. CALDER –Slubbed cotton, smooth velvet, and natural linen mix to
achieve a laid-back modern appeal. DARLEY – Embossed stitched patterns on plush velvet provides dimension and visual texture to cushion
arrangements. EASTWOOD – Geometric lines and silver-threaded natural fabric combine to imbue a handsome take on the modern-casual look.
FLYNN – Plus velvets and natural khaki in soft velvets and crisp linens provide a gorgeous visual and tactile mix.
Take a look at the 60-piece debut collection at Mirage Haven’s website. New colours and designs are on the drawing board.
To learn more about the collection, visit Mirage Haven's website at www.miragehaven.com.au. Join the conversation on social media with
@miragehaven.
Browse the lookbook at: https://bit.ly/3gHUP4s
ABOUT MIRAGE HAVEN Mirage Haven is a premier specialty retailer and wholesaler of soft furnishings. Stellar fabrics, versatile designs, and
exceptional sewing techniques provide function and comfort with a profound sense of grace and glamour.
Mirage Haven’s mix-and-match collection transcends trends and styles beautifully. Bold and nuanced colour stories, hushed or vibrant patterns, and
traditional compositions marry superlatively well across collections to allow arrangements to speak of new concepts.
Their time-honored vision: to create classic, upscale and memorable soft furnishings of exceptional value.
ABOUT JUNIE LIN Junie, founder and creative director Mirage Haven, is owner of a popular online shopping destination, Hamptons Home on the
Gold Coast, Australia.
Her long experience of owning one of Australia’s premiere online retail stores has given her a unique perspective on the type of home furnishings
people actually want in their homes.
Bringing the same aesthetic to her product designs for Mirage Haven, Junie’s line of cushions epitomizes crisp, pared down, and sophisticated edges
integrated with timeless design elements such as quatrefoils, clean lines, and circular motifs.
Junie was nominated as one of the finalists for the 2019 Ausmumprenuer Awards in the retail category.
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